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DATA STRUCTURES

lTime : 3 hours

(Maximum marks : 100)

PART - A

(Maximum marks : l0)

Marks

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentsnces. Each question carries 2 marks.

1. Compare linear and nonlinear data structures.

2. Convert A/B-C+D*E to postfix form.

3. List two fields or parts of a node of linked lists.

4. Define degree of a tree.

5. Define path and length of path of graph. (5 x 2 = l0)

PART - B

(Ma:urnurn marks : 30)

I Answer arry five of the following questions. Each question carries 6 marks.

l. Write short notes on time mmplexrty and space complority.

2. Explain about linked list. Write logic to insert an element u1 16th prosition.

3. Write short notes on doubly and circular linked lists.

4. Describe about expression tees and threaded binary tees with simple
example figures.

5. Write three cases to delete a node of BST.

6. Explain quick sort algorithm.

7. Explain adjacency mafrix and adjacency list representations of g1aph with
anexample (5x6=30)
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PAKf - C

(Maxirnum marks : 60)

(Answer one full question tom each unit. Each question carries 15 marks.)

Uxlr - I

(a) Explain the algorithm of infix to postfix conversion using stack ADT.

(b) Explain about any three data structure operations.

On

(a) Describe stack ADT algorithm with push0 and popQ operations.

(b) Explain about priority queue and dequeue.

tjrrr - II

(a) Describe the algorithm to implonent queue using Linkedlist ADT.

(b) Explain about List ADT operations - find() and PrintlisO using anay.

On

(a) Explain ttre algorithm to implemart stack using Linkedlist ADT

(b) Explain algorithms for Linkedlist ADT - insert last node and delet€ last node.

Urirr - III

(a) Write algorithm to implanart three tree travenals using BST ADT.

(b) Describe binary tree. Explain about linked represottation of binary tree
with example.

On

(a) Explain about BST. Write algorithm for insertion and find operations.

(b) Describe the terms related to tree - degree of a node, degree of a tree,
srblings.

[, Nrr.- IV
(a) Describe DFS and BFS graph traversals algorithms.

(b) Explain binary search algorithm

On

(a) Explain about warshall's all-pair shortest path algorithm.

(b) Describe the terms related to graph - multi graph, sub graph. directed graph.
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